Machine learning is finding increasingly broad application in the physical sciences.
of deep learning, 4. to identify appropriate learning techniques for specific applications, and 5. to choose software tools to begin research exploration.
II. MACHINE LEARNING: CONTEXT AND A DEFINITION
Machine learning is the application of a numerical algorithm that improves its performance at a given task based on experience 12 . The task is to predict a numerical value based on numerical input. Mathematically, we desire a function that maps our inputs to output values, say y = f (x). The experience is the collection of input and output values, (X, Y * ) where X = {x i } and Y * = {y * i }, with i ranging over N examples. These examples come to us from simulation or experimental observation. We can measure the performance of a learning algorithm by the nearness of its predicted values, y, to the true target values, y * . In the simplest case, we might measure the performance by the squared error,
The learning is the improvement of the algorithm performance with exposure to additional experience or data. Typical tasks for machine learning include classification, clustering, dimensional reduction, and regression. Our task for this tutorial will be regression -using learning algorithms to approximate real-valued functions.
The familiar fitting methods used in the physical sciences are elementary parametric machine learning algorithms. The prototype is the linear least squares method. Here, we use labeled (supervised) data, {(y 1 , x 1 ), (y 2 , x 2 ), ..., (y N , x N )}, to fit a model with explicit parameters. Examples of parametrized model functions for use with linear least squares include the familiar
and the series
, both of which are linear in their parameters. They clearly need not have basis functions that are linear in x. We can relax the need for linearity in the parameters to accommodate models like
. However, in this nonlinear case, we must appeal to nonlinear solution techniques, like the Levenberg-Marquardt procedure. In any case, linear or nonlinear, these parametric methods require that we know a suitable basis in advance based on prior knowledge of the application at hand.
Machine learning algorithms can be extended beyond parametric techniques to nonparametric methods. These algorithms do not require an explicit parameterization or, in linear models, a statement of the basis. Examples include support vector machines, decision trees, and (deep) neural networks. In neural networks, the algorithm builds a useful representation of the data by setting a very large number of parameters. The parameters combine many very simple functions to build up the function being approximated. It is counterintuitive that neural network techniques are considered non-parametric because they employ a large number of parameters. But, the essential feature of non-parametric techniques, in particular neural networks, is that we need not describe a parameterization in advance based on prior knowledge. This gives the technique valuable flexibility to fit potentially complicated and unknown details in the function to be approximated. Avoiding the specification of a parameterization, of course, comes at a cost. Without the constraining prior information of a parameterization, non-parametric techniques require more data for training (fitting). This tradeoff between flexibility and data volume requirements presents a recurrent challenge as we design and execute learning algorithms.
III. SOME MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES FROM THE PLASMA PHYSICS COMMUNITY
Contemporary advances in machine learning are being quickly incorporated into research of interest to the plasma physicists. Machine learning has been broadly investigated to help predict disruption in tokamak devices. Disruption, the sudden loss of confinement, is both potentially damaging to the device and difficult to model and predict. Rea 
researchers trained a neural network to approximate the source terms in the model (all right hand terms excluding the diffusion term,
simulations showing that the model with the learned approximation reproduced the solutions of the full PDE simulations. Similar techniques might be used in future investigations to approximate expensive physics packages with the goal of reducing computational cost.
In a final example, inertial confinement fusion (ICF) researchers used neural networks to explore high-dimensional design spaces. The team used both random forests and deep neural networks to learn the response of an expensive radiation hydrodynamics code over a 9-dimensional parameter space. With this learned response in hand, they navigated parameter space to find implosions that optimized a combination of high neutron yield implosion robustness. The exercise led to the discovery of asymmetric implosions that, in simulation, provide high yield and a greater robustness to perturbations than spherical implosions.
Without the ability to search parameter space with machine learning tools, the rare, wellperforming, asymmetric simulations would have been difficult, if not impossible, to find 9,14,17 .
IV. FUNDAMENTALS OF NEURAL NETWORKS
The most exciting growth in contemporary machine learning has come from advancements in neural network methods. A neural network is a set of nested, nonlinear functions that can be adjusted to fit data. A neural network, then, is really a complex function of the form
An example network is conveniently represented as a graph in figure 1 . layer such that a subsequent layer accepts values z constructed from the prior layer outputs,
The elements in the tensor, W, are known as the weights and in vector, b, as the biases.
The weights and biases are the (many) free parameters to be chosen to approximate the relationship between inputs and outputs in a set of data to be fitted. The nonlinear operation performed by each unit is known as the activation function. We show candidate activation functions in figure 2 . Historically, the activation function was sigmoidal, like tanh(z). Current practice relies heavily on the rectified linear unit, or ReLU (z). This piecewise linear, but globally nonlinear, often yields much better results than sigmoidal functions. This is mainly attributed to the saturation behavior of sigmoidal functions that can lead to shallow gradients that slow learning. Taking advantage of the linear combinations between layers and choosing ReLU as the activation function, our example neural network becomes
where the f (z) = ReLU (z) = max{0, z}
To cement our understanding of the basics of neural networks, we turn to an instructive, analytical example. We will develop a small network to learn the exclusive or function, The example is not only interesting because we can write down the solution without appealing to extensive numerics, but also because it is of historical importance. Critics of neural networks in the 1980's (check dates) noted that the XOR problem could not be solved with a 2-layer network. This lead critics to generalize, wrongly, that deep neural networks might also fail to handle essential nonlinearities in learning tasks. It is now well known that deep networks are exceptionally powerful for handling richly nonlinear tasks.
We proceed here to show that a 3-layer network (figure 4) succeeds at the XOR task.
Our treatment is a modification of an example from the excellent book, Deep Learning Modern networks achieve improved performance using the ReLU(z) function to rectify shortcomings of sigmoidal functions.
take the opportunity to emphasize the importance of our choice of activation function to the network performance. We will experiment with two activation functions: a linear function (bad choice) and the ReLU (good choice). We begin with the linear activation function. At this point, we have specified our network architecture (figure 4) and our activation function (linear). We next choose the cost function we use to measure the nearness of our predicted values to the true XOR values. For simplicity, we choose mean squared error such that
Our network approximation is very simple:
Inserting into the cost function, we recover the normal equations for linear least squares.
The solution is w = 0
. This constant solution is not at all what we want.
Let us now explore the same procedure -same network, same loss function, but this time choosing ReLU for the activation function. Calling the input, x x x, the hidden layer output, h h h, and the final scalar output, y, we have
as the transform from input layer to hidden layer and
as the transform from hidden layer to final output. Combining the transformations, we have (summing on repeated indices)
We now have a neural network, albeit a simple one. What remains is to select the indexed constants. We could try to learn these constants using the training experience and an optimization algorithm like gradient descent, which we describe next. For now, we simply select the nine numbers needed to exactly reproduce the XOR behavior. This leads to a completely specified network
which by inspection can be seen to give the desired answers. This simple example has served two purposes for us. It has made concrete what a neural network is, but has it also highlighted the importance of the proper activation function. We must exercise caution when choosing this function in practical applications, too. Of course, deep learning is interesting because it scales well to enormously difficult research tasks. For these research tasks, we need a numerical method for selecting the optimal parameters when we cannot surmise them by inspection. In these cases, we seek a technique for minimizing the cost function. The standard example process is as follows:
1. compute current estimates of output, y = f (x; θ θ θ)
2. measure the difference between current estimates and true training data using the loss
. compute the gradient of the loss function with respect to the parameters, θ, using backpropagation 4. choose new parameters that most reduce the loss function using gradient descent
Backpropagation is an efficient algorithm to compute the gradient of the loss function with respect to the parameters, θ θ θ. Because the training data is independent of the choice of θ θ θ, this is really an algorithm for finding the gradient of the network itself
. The algorithm specifies the order of differentiation operations following the chain rule so that repeatedly used derivatives are stored in memory rather than recomputed. This accelerates the computation, instead burdening memory, which is desirable for most applications.
With the gradient in hand, a gradient descent algorithm can be used to update parameters according to a rule like
. The parameter is commonly called the learning rate. We must set the learning rate with care. The nonlinear nature of deep neural networks typically introduces many local minima.
Setting the learning rate too small can trap the gradient descent in a sub-optimal local minimum. Setting it too large can allow large leaps that skip regions of desirable behavior.
There are also alternative parameter optimization techniques, including ones with variable learning rates and Newton-style schemes.
V. A NUMERICAL STARTING POINT
We now turn to a simple numerical example to help develop the numerical tools required for application of deep neural networks. Our task will be to develop an approximate function for the simple, nonlinear relationship y = x 
Here, the class MLPRegressor (a MultiLayer Perceptron, or deep neural network), returns a neural network object. The method fit() performs backpropagation and gradient descent using the training data X,Y. Then, the method predict() evaluates the trained neural network at all locations in the data X. Software tools like MLPRegressor are helpful because they can be implemented with relative ease. However, even simple deep learning techniques are powerful and flexible. They require the user to set or accept defaults for multiple parameters, for example hidden layer sizes, learning rate, activation function, etc. The efficient choice for these requires knowledge of the underlying numerics and often some experimentation. We show in figure 5 the true function and neural neural network approximations made with both poor and good choices of parameters. 
VI. EXAMINING THE QUALITY OF YOUR LEARNED MODEL
This raises a key question: what does it mean for a learned model to be good? We can begin by defining a scalar measure for goodness of fit like the R 2 value
where t i are the true training values, p i are the predicted values, and E[t] is the expectation value of the multiple t i . As the p i approach the t i , R 2 tends to unity. However, it is not sufficient for the model to achieve a high R 2 value on the training data. We show a set of three model fits in 6. The best model achieves an R 2 of 0.97 and is intuitively what we mean by a good fit. We call this a well fitted model. The model with low R 2 is a bad fit and uses a model that is too simple to explain the data. We call this failure to match the training data underfitting. The model with R 2 > 0.99 has a good fitness metric, but is clearly overly complicated for the data. We call this behavior overfitting. All of our fitness assessments have been made on the same data that we used to train our models. We call this an assessment of training error.
With simple univariate data, it is sometimes possible to identify underfitting or overfitting by plotting both the model and the training data against the independent variable. However, we need to be more sophisticated with the high-dimensional data typical to deep learning applications. To do so, we introduce the notion of generalization to our model. We demand not only that the fitted model get the right answer for data that was used in training, but FIG. 6. Goodness of fit must be judged based on how well the model performs on both training data and unseen test data. The sequence of models represents increasing nearness to the training data (dots). As measured by R 2 , the model goodness of fit increases as the model capacity increases from left to right. However, given the quadratically distributed training data, the right panel is overfitted -it will fair poorly on new data that is not part of the training set.
also that it generalize -that it get the right answer for data that was not used in the training. We can compute a generalization error, or test error, using the same R 2 function to assess data not used in training. This data might be subset of the available training data that was intentionally held out to test generalization, or it might be new data collected after training. The concept of testing both training error and generalization error is called cross validation.
While developing a reliable trained model, we usually adjust the model capacity, or the flexibility with which it can accommodate the data. We can add capacity by introducing additional neurons or layers, for example. We can remove capacity by adding a cost function penalty (regularization) for regions of parameter space that produce undesirable models. As we increase model capacity the test and training errors typically evolve as shown in figure   7 . The training error falls to low values as the model "connects the dots," or directly interpolates the data. However, the test error reaches a minimum before rebounding. 
VII. THE STRENGTHS OF DEEP LEARNING SOLUTIONS
In principle, neural networks can offer perfect approximations to functions. This notion is described formally and theoretically in work on universal approximation. Multiple authors have shown that any sufficiently smooth function can be represented by a 3-layer neural network 4,7 . To be capable of universal approximation, the network must have a nonlinear (squashing) activation function. While such a network can be proven to exist, it may not be very useful. First, the network may need to be arbitrarily wide, making it impossible to develop enough data for training. Second, the even the existence of a finite network says nothing about whether the network can be trained. Much prior work has been done using sigmoidal activation functions. Though they meet the nonlinearity requirements for universal representation, they also saturate at extreme input values. This saturation often leads to shallow gradients in the cost function which greatly slow the training process (see section IV). The cost function can sometimes be chosen to rectify these shallow gradients, but not always.
The revolution in contemporary deep learning has been based on successful repairs to the shortcomings of historical networks. A key advance is the now-routine use of nonlinear activation functions that don't saturate (e.g., ReLU). Networks also commonly use cost functions that are engineered to interact well with the selected activation function (e.g., cross entropy). Perhaps the most useful advance is the recognition that deep networks routinely outperform shallow ones. Deep networks typically require fewer total units for the same task and produce improved generalization error. These features couple well with a host of other advancements: the development of backpropagation for efficient gradient computation, the arrival of "big data" for training large networks, modern computer architectures and processor development (e.g., the general purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU)), and neural network architectures that can exploit structures in the training data. Taken The notion of the latent space and the associated sequential transformations in hidden layers is beautifully described in an example by Honglak Lee et al. 11 which we partly reproduce in figure 9 . At each layer of a neural network developed for facial recognition, we can see the structure of the latent space develop. Each layer develops more resolving power, leading to features that can be interpreted and can also be combined to produce a desired output. Deep neural networks like this work very well for the strong nonlinearities that can characterize plasma physics problems. We show an ICF example in figure   10 . The task in this example is to reproduce the very rapid change in total neutron yield 
VIII. TAILORING DEEP NETWORKS TO YOUR APPLICATION
Deep neural networks and their efficient latent spaces are flexible tools that can be applied to many tasks. However, the network can and should be specialized to the task. We cover here a few common tasks that occur in physical science problems and the specialized networks that best handle them. Deep neural networks excel at capturing the strong nonlinearities of ICF physics. We show in the left panel the strong change in energy yield with a parameter, P 2 , that controls implosion shape. Traditional machine learning using Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (BART) fails to capture the rapid change (see poor predictions for log(yield) between -1 and 1. Deep learning techniques, like DJINN ? , use well-developed latent spaces to capture the strong nonlinearity.
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A. Autoencoders for dimensional reduction
We touch first on autoencoders. Autoencoders are networks composed of two consecutive pieces, an encoder and a decoder. The encoder transforms the network input data to a more efficient representation in latent space. The decoder reverses the the transformation, restoring the network input from the latent space representation. Because the network maps input back to input, this is an unsupervised learning technique. In our initial definition of learning, supervised training used paired input and output sets, (X, Y ). Here, we use only a single set as network input, say Y .
Autoencoders have a characteristic bottleneck structure (see figure 11 ) to compress information into a lower-dimensional latent space. The overarching goal is usually to develop a descriptive latent representation of the data while maintaining good fidelity following decoding. These networks can be used to reduce the dimensionality of data analogous to a principal components method. This type of dimensional reduction is useful in data analysis and learning tasks. Reducing the number of dimensions can reduce the volume of data needed to train models and perform analyses. As an example, we show a dimensionally reduced autoencoder representation of x-ray spectral data 8 . The network successfully reduces the number variables necessary to describe the spectrum from 250 to 8. This reduction is close to that achieved by a parameterized physics model created with expert knowledge 3 .
However, because it is a non-parameteric technique, the autoencoder did not require the parametric description of the model. 
Input Input
B. Convolutional networks for arrayed data
Neural networks can be specialized and simplified to account for structure and correlation in the training data. We discuss now modifications that may be suitable for treating array
Autoencoders can be designed to reduce the dimensionality of data. We show a lowdimensional reconstruction of the detailed features of a plasma emission spectrum using an autoencoder. The 8-parameter autoencoder model compares well with a 10-parameter, expert-designed parameteric model 3 .
data, whether image data or fixed-length vector data. Here, the neighboring pixels values are often correlated. Well-designed networks can encode these relationships in the structure of the model. The neural network of choice is typically a convolutional network.
To start, we recognize that the network architecture determines the relationships between the input layer and other neurons. While the most general neural network is fully connected, with each neuron providing input to every neuron in the next layer (see figure 13) , the network need not be fully connected. In fact, the data to be learned may not support the many connections in a fully connected network. Furthermore, we may want to modify the network to reduce its size, accelerate training, or improve its accuracy. For example, a pixel in the center of an image likely depends on its nearest neighbors, but it is probably much less affected by the corners of the image. We might then employ sparse connectivity. A sparse network reduces the number of connections, allowing a neuron to feed only a few near neighbors in the subsequent layer. This reduces the number of weights and biases to be trained, consequently reducing the data required for training. Sparse connections also change the receptive field for each neuron. In a fully connected network, the activation for a particular neuron depends on the inputs from all neurons in the previous layer. The receptive field for the neuron is the entire previous layer. In the sparsely connected example, the receptive field is reduced to only three nearby neurons in the preceding layer. This reduces the impact of far-field information on local neuron values, and may better reflect the underlying data, as in our central pixel example.
The network can be further modified to reduce the number of free parameters using parameter sharing. In this scheme, the the weights on edges connecting neurons in the same relative position are the same. We represent this shared weighting with color in figure 13 .
Each directly downstream neuron has the same weight; edges on major diagonals likewise share values. This is especially sensible if pixel is dependent on its neighbors in the same way, regardless of pixel position in the array -a good assumption for most scientific images.
parameter sharing fully connected sparsely connected FIG. 13 . Network architecture can be tailored to the data and task. In fully connected networks, each neuron is connected to all neurons in the previous layer. In sparsely connected networks, a neuron may be connected ton only a subset of the neurons in the preceding layer (reduced receptive field). Parameters may also be shared across edges -all similarly colored edges have the same weight. Sparse connectivity reduces the number of parameters and the data volume required for training.
Ultimately, to accommodate the correlations in array data, we replace the matrix mul- brought a 10% reduction, and top error rates are now routinely in the low single digits.
We note here that at the same time that convolutional networks were being introduced, training on graphics processing units (GPUs) arrived, leading to computational hardware developments to support the software advancements.
C. Transfer learning for sparse data
While deep learning inherently relies on large data sets to train the many parameters in the network, it is also possible to develop networks using sparse data. The key concept is called transfer learning (see figure 14) . In transfer learning, we first train a deep neural network on a large corpus of data. This could be open source data, like ImageNet. Or, it might be scientific simulation data that is easier to obtain in large volumes than corresponding experimental observations. In this initial training step, the network develops a representation for the data, developing an efficient latent space representation. The model sets the full complement of parameters in this period. If the task is image recognition, we might say that the network learns to see in this first step. In the following step, a limited set of parameters, typically those in the last layer or layers of the network, are re-trained on a smaller corpus of data. This data is typically more expensive data associated with a specialized task. Because only a limited number of parameters can be adjusted in the re-training step, we can get by with a much smaller data set. Thus, transfer learning allows us to augment small, precious data sets with large, low-cost data sets to train effective networks. This may sound too good to be true, but it works. For example, scientists working at the National Ignition Facility trained a deep neural network classifier 13 on ImageNet data (images of cats, fruits, etc.), but used subsequent transfer learning to help identify defects in high-power laser optics (images of damage sites in lenses) with greater than 95% accuracy Transfer learning allows us to train an entire network on high volumes of readily available data (left network). Then, a limited set of weights in the the network, say those in the final (red) layers (right network), can be re-trained on more precious, limited data. This allows a network to develop rough prediction capability on the large data set, while refining that prediction on the smaller, more specific data set.
D. Recurrent networks for time series
We finally consider specializations for time series data. We summarize in table I the various networks and the tasks for which they might be appropriate. and inference engines. However, the needs of computer users in the commercial technology, commercial goods, or scientific communities can be quite varied. Our scientific community is responsible for exploring the computer design requirements generated by our research and developing a vision for the next generation of scientific computers.
X. JOINTLY ADVANCING PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING
Regardless of the particular task or the computer platform used, learning algorithms derive much of their power from their flexibility. In fact, deep learning models achieve their tasks without detailed intervention by the user, say by explicitly constructing a parametric model. Some go so far as to say that, for the most advanced algorithms, no one knows exactly how they function 10 . Interpreting the function of these complicated algorithms is difficult, at least in part because there is often no external theory for the tasks they aim to achieve. Their is no set of first principle laws for teaching autonomous vehicles or for parsing natural language text. However, applied science is distinctly different. For many tasks, like a regression task mapping numerical simulation inputs to their computed outputs, their exists at least an approximate parallel theory. Learned models for scientific tasks can be compared to a variety of existing theoretical models, they can be tested against repeatable experiments, and they can be checked against physical laws. Moreover, the scientific community often produces its own data through simulation or experiment. Thus, we can perform experiments on the learned models by augmenting or adapting training data with new examples to test the effects.
The use of modern machine learning for scientific purposes raises a long list of questions for exploration by the community. Can we use machine learning to better understand experimental data? Can we use machine learning to accelerate and improve numerical simulation? How should we use learning to explore experimental design spaces? How do we quantify uncertainty in analysis using machine learning? Can we apply learning across data sets of multiple fidelities -experiment, low-order simulations, higher-order simulations? Can we, as a scientific community, develop a more formal theory of machine learning by building on the foundations of statistical physics, for which there are many parallels? With the proliferation of machine learning algorithms and software tools (table II) for implementing them, it is incumbent upon our community to embrace them and develop these tools to advance our scientific missions. 
